The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was signed into law on July 26, 1990 and we are celebrating 30 years of progress in access & inclusion throughout the year! Please find below a collection of disability and ADA resources with various intersectionality.

Articles

New York Times Disability Series
*Essays, art and opinion exploring the lives of people living with disabilities.*

Websites

Positive Exposure FRAME project
*FRAME is aimed at medical professionals and is a web-based educational library and resource that changes how medical information is presented to health care professionals in training, clinicians, families and communities.*

Short Videos

I'm not your inspiration, thank you very much
*TedxSydney talk by Stella Young*

In My Language
*Mel Braggs, a disabled writer and artist, takes us through a series of interactions with amplified sounds of objects followed by a translation of these sounds (as the “native language” of this person with autism).*

Podcasts

Alice Wong Disability Visability Project
*The Disability Visibility Project is an online community dedicated to creating, sharing, and amplifying disability media and culture.*

Curb Cuts,” 99% Invisible”
*“99% Invisible” is about all the thought that goes into the things we don’t think about — the unnoticed architecture and design that shape our world.*

Film and Television

“Crip Camp: A Disability Revolution” on Netflix
*A groundbreaking summer camp galvanizes a group of teens with disabilities to help build a movement, forging a new path toward greater equality.*